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in-direct gay art (cancelled project for IM exhibition)
While talking with my mom who has complicated stance about my sexual orientation, I found it very
interesting from her use of language— please indirectly express that you are gay. She added, I should
not express the gayness directly, which is, in her point of view, what I am doing right now in my art
work. She said I am almost shouting out that “I AM GAY!” in my work. I couldn’t agree because I
personally don’t like my work to be prescriptive, didactic. I never thought I made my work to contain
any too much direct expression. This train of thought made me question myself, what is direct gay
image and what is indirect gay image? And I wanted to ask how other people think. Although, based
on her example of indirect gay art, I assumed she thought it’s direct if my face is recognizable in work.
Performance plan: I temporarily tattoo on my face (below eyebrow) with the letter “direct gay art.” I
use ‘henna’ for temporary tattoo which lasts approximately 2 weeks, and this temporality become the
duration of the performance. During the performance, I meet participants and they can tattoo my body
with the gay image in their mind. They can choose if they want to draw indirect image or direct image.
They can draw direct image on my face, and they can draw indirect image on other part of my body.
Documentation
1) I take a photo of my face every day. If someone draw on the other part of my body, I take a photo
along with it. Photo documentation shows the drawing disappear as time goes by.
2) I digitally trace participants’ drawing and make it into instagram filter.
Exhibition: In gallery space, there’s two hanger on both side. I printed my face of 2 weeks and turn
those photos into hanger as an object. Total 14 hangers represent each participants’ drawing. Hanger
will wear this two-sided T-shirts. I am considering selling those T-shirts with this short project
description card as well.
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(reference - hanger would look like this)
This work explores what is the boundary between direct and indirect representation of gay, and
how each aﬀect to the people and the society. One part where I do endurance performance with
participants, I directly meet people building and dedicating this institution. The other part where I
distribute this idea indirectly via T-shirts and Instagram face filter, I aim to make a room for them to
think and reconsider what this idea is. Through these two other approaches, I want to experiment
each tactics of spreading the art and ideas.
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C108 Mumbo Floor Plan
(1), (2) : 32 inch TV mounted on
the wall vertically — this shows
simultaneous feed of picture
where people use instagram
filter
(3), (4) : Hanger is placed on the
ground

List of Equipment
32-inch smart TV (x2)
(1)

(3)
TV mount (x2)

(2)

(4)

